Hello Alexandria,
We are Google Trusted Photographers based in Atlanta, GA. We create Google Virtual
Tours for businesses, which is like GoogleStreet View but for the inside of a business. A
Google virtual tour lives on a business Google+ page and can be embedded on a
business website and Facebook.
We will be in your town for a wedding the weekend of June 20th. We thought that we'd let
your organization know that we'd be visiting, if there are any businesses that would like to
take advantage of us being there to get a tour of their business during that time. Please
take a moment to look at our website at atlantastreetviewinside (dot) com to get a sense of
what this premium Google service is and how it works to help a small business owner get
found on Google.
This is usually best for restaurants, retail and event spaces but many types of business find
this a valuable marketing tool. Feel free to call or email to request more information.
Cheers, DJ Jennings
404 946 3335
The cost of a tour is determined by the size of the space that a client would like to have
covered in the tour. Prices start at $300 for a micro tour and then go up correspondingly as
the size of the tour/amount of photography increases.
I've provided some examples of different size tours (click on the price to take you to an
example tour of that price range). Please note: per Google guidelines, except for special
circumstances, all tours start with two panoramic nodes (PANOS) outside of the business,
one far out in front for a broad overview, and one just outside the front door.
Below are examples of different pricing sizes and cost. You know your space and what
you'd like to show. If you'd like to have us come out to create this virtual tour and all of these
photos for you, we could just show up with the understanding that we can walk you through
a customer's space and give them options, and then they can decide which package they'd
like to go with.
$300 (note that this is just a small portion of a very large space  tour is the smallest size
allowed and done primarily for SEO benefit)
3 Panoramas (PANOS)

6 PHOTOS

$400
(same for this one)
Up to 5 PANOS
8 PHOTOS

$500
610 PANOS
10 PHOTOS
$650
1115 PANOS
10 PHOTOS
$800
Up to 20 PANOS
12 PHOTOS
This is a link to an album with a representation of the additional still photography that
accompanies our Google Virtual Tour Packages.
This is another link to an album which represents how we treat the Google required still
photography. We will make businesses look good... no snap shots!
The above pricing is a onetime fee to pay us to collect the photography, retouch the still
photos, build the tour and upload thephotography and tour to a businesses Google+ Local
Page. There are no reoccurring maintenance or hosting fees... ever!
When the tour goes "live" we create a QR code of the tour for print materials, provide you
with an embed link of the tour for your website and Facebook pages. We also provide the
still shots at full resolution for the you to download and use as you like (unlimitedrights
free), very easy to follow instructions on how to embed the tour into your website and
Facebook pages, and instructions on how to make additional QR codes and how find
multiple point of view embed points for your use. We have excellent aftertourdelivery
support, if you have any questions in regards as to how to use a tour.

Please have a look at our video
which explains the many details, benefits and ways to use a Google Virtual Tour and why it
is a beneficial component to an overall SEO strategy. If your local businesses depend on
tourist traffic, this is especially beneficial, as people research and read reviews before
visiting places nowadays.
Please let me know if you have any questions not covered here.
We look forward to visiting Minnesota... never been before!

